In brief

**Official**

Amir sends messages to two leaders

The Amir Amir Shahin sent two messages to the leaders of Somalia and Djibouti to congratulate them on the two countries’ independence anniversaries.

**Politics**

Turkish FM visits Qatar

Kuwaiti FM invited to Doha meeting

The Prime Minister and Minister of Interior Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa al-Thani yesterday held official talks with Turkish Vice-President of the Prime Minister and Minister of Interior, Binali Yildirim. They discussed the strategic relations between the two countries and the prospects of further boosting them in different spheres.

The two sides also discussed key regional and international issues. Members of the official delegation accompanying the Prime Minister and Minister of Interior visited the Qatari diplomatic missions in Ankara. The talks centered on the strategic relations between the two countries and the prospects of further boosting them in different spheres. The two sides also discussed key regional and international issues. Members of the official delegation accompanying the Prime Minister and Minister of Interior visited the Qatari diplomatic missions in Ankara.

**Qatar**

QCB reduces interest rates

Qatar Central Bank (QCB) yesterday reduced its deposit rate (QCBDR) by 25 basis points to 1%, and the Qatar Banker’s Acceptance (QBA) rates by 20 basis points to 0.25%. The QCBDR is pegged to the US dollar at a fixed exchange rate of 0.3659 Qatari riyal per US dollar. The Qatari riyal is pegged to the US dollar at a fixed exchange rate of 0.3659 Qatari riyal per US dollar. QCB announced on Wednesday, lowering the US Federal Reserve’s decision, and international macroeconomic is based on the evolving domestic and international macroeconomic developments. It comes in line with the US Federal Reserve’s decision announced on Wednesday, lowering its benchmark interest rate for the fourth time this year.

**Gulf**

Qatar Media Corporation Chief Executive HE Sheikh Abdulrahman bin Hamad al-Thani yesterday met with Gambian minister Ebrima Sillah. They discussed media relations between the two countries and means to develop them. The meeting was attended by Gambia’s ambassador Foday Malang.

**Qatar**

Qatar fans lap up 60% of presale tickets for Club World Cup

For the first time in its history, Qatar fans have presale tickets for the FIFA Club World Cup 2019 by the time the last round robin was played. In a boost to Qatar’s hosting of the Club World Cup in 2019, FIFA’s website said a total of 27,896 tickets were allocated, 60% of which were purchased by citizens and residents of Qatar as the presale concluded yesterday. FIFA’s website said a total of 27,896 tickets were allocated, 60% of which were purchased by citizens and residents of Qatar as the presale concluded yesterday. Fans hoping for another chance to see their team play at the Club World Cup will have to wait, as the majority of tickets were sold during the presale.
Indian school withdraws message on 'last academic year'

The Modern Indian School (MIS), which had sent a message to parents on Wednesday saying that 2019-20 would be the last academic year for the school, yesterday withdrew the message.

The message was posted on Wednesday on the school’s official Facebook account, while an email to parents on its e-mail server read: "We are happy to inform you that our school will continue its operation from the new academic year of 2020-21 onwards."

Parents of MIS students were confused as the message noted that the school will shut down in 2021, which was the end of the school’s 2019-20 academic year and the start of the 2020-21 academic year.

Minister stresses importance of building sustainable projects

The Minister of Public Health (MoPH) and its partners are working to build sustainable projects that will contribute to a long-term contribution to the prevention of non-communicable diseases, based on Qatar National Health Strategy 2018-2022: ‘Health in All Policies’.

The seminar showcased key programmes and initiatives on improving health and equity for a healthy city and the importance of healthy cities, health and the role of local and international experiences.

"Healthy Children and Adolescents’. She noted that Qatar Vision 2030 is an important national health priority.

The seminar was held in the presence of HE the Prime Minister and Minister of Interior Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa al-Thani, who opened a symposium.

Minister of Public Health Dr Hanan Mohamed al-Kuwari, who opened the symposium, said the national health strategy has identified ‘Health in All Policies’ as a national health priority and a number of young stars from Qatar Academy for Science and Technology were present.

The seminar highlighted the importance of joint efforts, new initiatives and plans, strategies and cooperations between different sectors to achieve the goals of the seminar.

Dr al-Kuwari said: ‘Qatar has embarked on the path of a healthy city, and the development of an action plan for healthy city is a key part of the implementation of the Qatar National Health Strategy 2018-2022: ‘Health in All Policies’ and the Qatar National Prevention Plan 2018-2022: ‘Healthy Children and Adolescents’’.

The seminar was held in the presence of Dr Ali Abulhassan, Assistant Minister for Health Affairs at the Qatar Academy Accreditation by 2022, which will provide sustainable care for children and adolescents with special health needs.

The symposium was also attended by HE the Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani, who reiterated the importance of healthy cities.

Minister of Education and Higher Education Dr Mohamed bin Ali Al-Kuwari yesterday said it has set the conditions and requirements for media, the ministry said it has committed online on the ministry’s website.

Dr Al-Kuwari said: ‘We are constrained to inform you that we have committed online on the ministry’s website to be able to verify the information and to be able to respond to the responses. We are extremely sorry for the inconvenience that may have occurred during this time. We are extremely happy for the information that we have committed online on the ministry’s website.

The conditions stipulate that the applicant should not be employed at the Ministry of Health or any of its affiliated bodies. Also, the applicant should not be less than 15 years of age. A copy of the applicant’s ID documents is to be submitted with the application. The applicant can apply online through the Ministry’s website.

PM holds high level talks in Turkey

PM Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa al-Thani yesterday met with the Prime Minister and Minister of Interior of Turkey Binali Yildirim and reviewed the relations between the two countries.

The meeting, which was attended by the Prime Minister of Qatar, was attended by the Minister of Interior of Qatar and the Minister of Interior of Turkey. The meeting was attended by the Prime Minister and Minister of Interior of Qatar and the Minister of Interior of Turkey.

The meeting was attended by the Prime Minister and Minister of Interior of Qatar and the Minister of Interior of Turkey.

FM sends message to Argentine counterpart

The Minister of Foreign and Expatriates Affairs, Dr. Mohammed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani, yesterday sent a message to the President of the Argentine Republic, Mr. Alberto Fernandez, congratulating him on his election and the start of his presidency.

The message, which was sent through the Embassy of Qatar in Buenos Aires, was attended by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Qatar and the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Argentina.

Waqoq new petrol station opens

Waqoq, a well-known petrol station chain, yesterday opened a new petrol station in Juffair, a well-known petrol station chain.

Qatar Fuel Company (Woqod) yesterday opened Bul Hemmaid petrol station, which was attended by a number of local and international guests.

Woqod is currently overseeing the implementation of 19 new petrol stations, with next to be opened in Al Wakra.

The opening ceremony was attended by Woqod CEO, Mr. Abdullatif al-Qahtani, and Head of Marketing and Sales, Mr. Saleh Al-Anzali, among others.

The ceremony was attended by Woqod CEO, Mr. Abdullatif al-Qahtani, and Head of Marketing and Sales, Mr. Saleh Al-Anzali, among others.

"Woqod aspires to expand its petrol stations network in the country to meet the rising demand for petrol and to reach the target of serving its customers with the best services in Qatar and globally. "
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Transport minister inaugurates Tasmu Digital Valley initiative

QFZA showcases smart city solutions at Qticon

Vodafone Qatar holds digital safety activities

Elderly, students to benefit from QCDC-Mada services

‘Qatar focusing on leveraging its huge technology potential’

Letter of Intent signed for Drone Detection System

UN official praises Qatar’s role in fighting corruption

Recall of Toyota Previa model

Hyundai truck model recalled

Students with functional limitations to be able to attend more digital courses thanks to new initiative

QFZA’s 2019 initiatives focus on raising awareness, providing virtual and physical technologies for schoolchildren and building smart cities, as shown by its efforts to launch initiatives for the elderly and students to benefit from digital services.
T he Ministry of Transport and Communications (MoTC) yesterday launched the National Information Assurance Policy (NIAP) that sets lawful and technical basis for information security in Qatar. It is based on the information assurance standard of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The NIAP will serve as a central element in the development and updating of other security policies, and as a basis forCompliance with international requirements, the NIAP will apply to all industrial and large enterprises, and service providers including small, medium and large enterprises, and government and non-government entities.

The Ministry of Transport and Communications (MoTC) has said that a unique opportunity for entrepreneurs and innovators in Qatar to showcase their products at the Qatar Information Technology Conference and Exhibition (QITCOM) continued in the country. The Minister of Transport and Communications Jassim Seif Ahmed al-Sulaiti yesterday met Armenia’s Minister of High-Tech Industry, Communications and Information Technology, Suren Yesayan, and his delegation during the 7th edition of the National Information Technology Conference and Exhibition (QITCOM) at the Qatar National Convention Centre (QNCC).

The stall by the ISD highlights MME’s digital transformation project and the technical progress and innovations used by the public in Qatar to access government services available with MME’s app and website.

T he Ministry of Transport and Communications (MoTC) yesterday launched the Qatar National Cryptography Standard (QNCS) that sets lawful and technical basis for information security in Qatar. It is based on the information assurance standard of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The QNCS will serve as a central element in the development and updating of other security policies, and as a basis forCompliance with international requirements, the QNCS will apply to all industrial and large enterprises, and service providers including small, medium and large enterprises, and government and non-government entities.
**Coalition d’avenir Québec (CAQ)**

by Premier François Legault's law, the provincial government of Canada province to pass a Twitter bans political ads, Facebook boss defends them

'Values' test for immigrants seeking residency in Quebec

---

Twitter bans political ads, Facebook boss defends them

---

**JERÖD NÄSSLER**

It's a scenario no one comes to Congress to impose a Goats help save Reagan library

---

The United States Constitutions mandate that every ten years Congress have to adjust the ground rules for congressional elections, and Democrats have said they plan to do so in 2021.
Indonesia threatens to report countries for refusing to take back waste

A deadly new earthquake strikes south Philippines

Malaysia-Singapore rail link rail back on at lower cost: Mahathir

Bangladesh upholds death sentence of wartime leader

**Indonesia threatens to report countries for refusing to take back waste**

The comments came after a recent meeting between the Indonesian and Japanese Prime Ministers, where Japan agreed to assist Indonesia with the issue of waste management. Japan had previously been criticized for shipping waste to Indonesia, a problem that has been exacerbated by the pandemic, leading to a shortage of labor and resources.

**Deadly new earthquake strikes south Philippines**

At least eight people were killed and over 50 hurt in a 6.5-magnitude earthquake that struck Davao City in the Philippines yesterday. The area was still suffering the effects of a 6.4-magnitude quake that hit less than two weeks ago, killing four others and injuring hundreds. The latest quake caused extensive damage to buildings and infrastructure.

**Malaysia-Singapore rail link rail back on at lower cost: Mahathir**

Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad has announced that the restarted Malaysia-Singapore rail link will be at a lower cost than previously planned. The project will now cost 3.16 billion ringgit, down from 4.93 billion, after negotiations with Singapore. The agreement has been welcomed by both countries, with the line expected to boost trade and tourism.

**Bangladesh upholds death sentence of wartime leader**

The Supreme Court of Bangladesh has upheld the death sentence of a former minister of the main opposition Bangladesh Nationalist Party who was convicted of war crimes. The tribunal, set up by the government in 2010, has sentenced dozens of former officials to death for their roles in the 1971 war of independence.

---

**Indonesia threatens to report countries for refusing to take back waste**

Indonesia’s environment minister and foreign minister yesterday raised concerns about the illegal waste trade. The country has threatened to report countries that refuse to take back the waste to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), an international treaty on waste trade, if they refuse to accept the waste shipments and send them back to their home countries.

**Deadly new earthquake strikes south Philippines**

A 6.5-magnitude earthquake hit Davao City yesterday, killing at least eight people and injuring over 50. The area was still suffering the effects of a 6.4-magnitude quake that hit less than two weeks ago, killing four others and injuring hundreds. The latest quake caused extensive damage to buildings and infrastructure.

**Malaysia-Singapore rail link rail back on at lower cost: Mahathir**

Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad has announced that the restarted Malaysia-Singapore rail link will be at a lower cost than previously planned. The project will now cost 3.16 billion ringgit, down from 4.93 billion, after negotiations with Singapore. The agreement has been welcomed by both countries, with the line expected to boost trade and tourism.

**Bangladesh upholds death sentence of wartime leader**

The Supreme Court of Bangladesh has upheld the death sentence of a former minister of the main opposition Bangladesh Nationalist Party who was convicted of war crimes. The tribunal, set up by the government in 2010, has sentenced dozens of former officials to death for their roles in the 1971 war of independence.
Beijing ends key conference with promise to protect Hong Kong

H ong Kong democracy campaigners have launched a campaign against the city’s political leaders, demanding a certain degree of autonomy for the city to continue to function as a regional financial hub.

The campaign, which is led by the pro-democracy Democratic Party, seeks to highlight the city’s political system, which has been overwhelmed by the influence of China’s central government.

The party’s leader, Ho I-ding, said that the city’s political leaders have failed to address the demands of the pro-democracy movement, which has been ongoing for more than a year.

He added: “The pro-democracy movement in Hong Kong is a symbol of the struggle for freedom and democracy in the region. It is important that we continue to support the movement and demand that the city’s political leaders take action to address the demands of the pro-democracy movement.”

The campaign is supported by a number of other pro-democracy groups, including the League of Social Democrats and the Hong Kong Alliance in Support of Patriotic Democratic Movements of China.

Australia

Australia’s police seize 400 kg of ice in ‘sensitive’ bottle caches

Police have seized 400 kilograms of ice in two ‘sensitive’ bottle caches in Sydney and Melbourne, as part of a major operation targeting drug trafficking in the country.

A total of 400 kilograms of ice was seized in the two raids, which were carried out in Sydney and Melbourne on Wednesday.

The police said that the operation was part of a larger campaign targeting drug trafficking in the country.

“Ice is a serious drug that can have a devastating effect on individuals and communities,” Assistant Commissioner John Wells said.

“The police are committed to protecting our communities and ensuring that those who engage in drug trafficking are held to account.”

The police said that the operation was part of a larger campaign targeting drug trafficking in the country.
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“A

Korea launches two suspected missiles after warnings about US

N orth Korea launched two suspected missiles yesterday, in response to warnings by the United States that the country could resume its nuclear programme.

The launches, which came in close proximity to South Korea, were reported by the South Korean military.

The launches came after the United States had warned that North Korea could resume its nuclear programme, leading to fears of a possible conflict in the region.

The South Korean military said that the launches were a response to the US warnings, and that the country was monitoring the situation.

A senior South Korean government official said that the launches were a “clear violation of international law,” and that the country was working to secure the safety of its citizens.
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Holyrood casts doubts on timing of Sturgeon’s independence vote

**APP**

The body of a 21-year-old British tourist was found floating in a river in Cambodia and police in the capital, Phnom Penh, said it was unclear how she had died.

Anya Bardnell was discovered by her male partner, who confirmed she was British, and told police she had been reported missing last week.

“fo what was the body of the missing British woman, ‘Narin’, who had been last seen at around 3.30am. Police later found her bag and phone in the area where she was last seen,” said a police statement.

**Daily Mail**

Body of missing woman confirmed in a Facebook post that he was "looking for clues to the disappearance of the missing woman, ‘Narin’. We found the body of the 21-year-old British tourist last seen at around 3.30am. Police later found her bag and phone in the area where she was last seen."
Iceland's decade-old but barely decaying burger is a hit online

A decade after McDonald's shut down its second biggest franchise in Iceland, hundreds of online voters have given the restaurant its highest score of any in a glass case like an experiment.

The glass case that chord closed its 93 branches in Iceland for the second time since 2010, "a perfectly natural thing to do", minister.

McDonald's was a prominent feature in a lorry at a roundabout in the capital, which had been used to house the company's call centres for over a decade.

"We decided to close a large number of branches in Iceland this week, so we thought it was a good opportunity to introduce the concept," said a company spokesperson.

On Monday, the company announced that it was closing all of its remaining branches in Iceland.

"The decision was not easy, but we believe it is the right choice for our business and for the Icelandic economy," the spokesperson said.

The company said it had "no visible legal basis that they said does not exist, the court added. But the company said its app was "too complex to understand".

"We feel that our livelihoods are under threat and that we have been immediately slammed as "unacceptable situation", she said.

The court added that the federal government to act on the issue, but it expected to achieve the climate protection targets by 2020.

"We have witnessed websites providing this kind of information in the past," the court said.

The court ordered the government to stop providing information on the internet, and to ensure that the government's measures were consistent with the requirements of the European Convention on Human Rights.

A spokesperson for the European Commission said it had "no visible legal basis that we had to meet its new national emission reduction goal for 2020", which was "far from realistic and would create an obligation for the government to act".

If they had the same, the court added, "it would be impossible to meet its national emission reduction goal for 2020", which was "far from realistic and would create an obligation for the government to act".
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China objects to Kashmir bifurcation, govt's back

China has strongly protested theIndian government's decision to divide the Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir into two new territories of Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh, saying this is an internal matter that does not concern others.

China's foreign ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian said in a press briefing on Friday that the Indian government's decision to bifurcate Jammu and Kashmir into two Union Territories is “an internal affair of India, which does not concern others. The Chinese government repeatedly emphasized that Jammu and Kashmir is a matter of China's internal affairs, which does not concern others. It is also the common position of the international community. The Chinese side opposes any action that disrupts the status quo and will take firm steps to safeguard its legitimate rights and interests."

The Chinese Foreign Ministry has already conveyed its strong protest to the Indian side and called for respect for China's territorial sovereignty and territorial integrity. Zhao also made it clear that China will take all necessary measures to safeguard its national interests.

China's foreign ministry has also expressed its concern over the Indian government's decision to axe the special status of Jammu and Kashmir, which was granted in 1956 by the Indian government.

China has expressed its concern over the Indian government's decision to announce the creation of two new states of Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh, which are both parts of the erstwhile state of Jammu and Kashmir.
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by Ella Joyner, DPA

A week after the disputed presidential election, the opposition leader has rejected an invitation to meet with President Evo Morales.

Opposition leaders have lowered the threshold on electoral dispute, but they have previously not been able to agree on a solution.

President Morales has been forced to leave his home to tourists, said he had been threatened and arrested several FARC dissidents and made official threats to close the border.

The protest leader has rejected an invitation to meet with President Morales, who has defended his government's handling of the crisis and denied any interference in the election.

The government has been forced to leave its home to tourists, who have previously not agreed on a solution.
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Pakistan has the most breast cancer patients in Asia, say experts

Medical experts have warned that the country has the highest number of breast cancer patients in Asia. In a statement, the Cancer Society of Pakistan said巴基斯坦 has 30% of all breast cancer cases from the region. The society said this is an urgent concern for Pakistan every year. One of the causes of the increase is the shift in the population, from rural to urban. The society also warned that the problem is increasing at a rate of 20% per year. According to some reports, from 2000 to 2020, breast cancer patients in Pakistan increased by 30%. This increase is mainly due to women suffering from breast cancer in urban areas. According to the World Health Organization, breast cancer is the most common cancer in females. Speaking at the seminar, the Advisor to the Chief Minister of Punjab, Iqbal Khan, said that the government is taking all possible steps to control the spread of breast cancer. The advisor also urged women to go for regular check-ups and to seek medical advice at the earliest. The advisor said that the Punjab government was focusing on increasing awareness about breast cancer and encouraging women to go for regular check-ups.

PPP suffers setback as key senator from Khyber Pakhtunkhwa resigns

The opposition Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) has lost its strength in the upper house of the Senate following the resignation of a key senator from the party. The PPP’s Senator Mohammed Ijaz Khan from the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province resigned his position, citing personal reasons. The resignation comes at a time when the PPP is facing challenges within its ranks. The party has been struggling with internal divisions and leadership issues, which have weakened its position in the Senate.

The PPP’s position in the Senate has been crucial for the party, as it has been able to provide a stable opposition to the ruling Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) government. Khan’s resignation has left the PPP with a weaker representation in the Senate, making it more difficult for the party to challenge the PTI’s policies and initiatives. The resignation comes at a time when the PPP is facing criticism for its lack of a clear political strategy and its inability to provide strong leadership.

PPP leaders have been trying to address the internal divisions within the party, but the situation remains unresolved. The party is yet to announce a replacement for Khan, which could take some time.

Pakistan, Cuba agree on visa waiver

Pakistan and Cuba have agreed on an arrangement for visa-free travel for diplomats and official passport holders. The arrangement will allow diplomats and official passport holders to enter Pakistan and Cuba without a visa. The agreement was signed during the recent visit of a Pakistani delegation to Cuba. The agreement is expected to strengthen diplomatic relations between the two countries and facilitate travel for officials and diplomats.

Pakistani and Cuban officials signed the agreement on behalf of their respective governments. According to the agreement, diplomats and official passport holders from both countries will be able to enter the other country without a visa for a period of stay not exceeding 30 days. The agreement also includes provisions for the reciprocal treatment of officials and diplomats from the other country.

The agreement is expected to facilitate travel for officials and diplomats from both countries, as well as for business and academic visitors. It is a significant step in strengthening diplomatic relations between Pakistan and Cuba, and it is expected to promote cultural and economic exchanges between the two countries.
M ethodology of the Companions in Preserving the Sunnah

One of the main reasons behind this was that the Companions, who were the first generation of Muslims, had no written laws or rules. They had to rely on the Prophet's (peace be upon him) examples and teachings. This was the reason why the Companions were always looking for ways to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the information they received. They had to ensure that the information was preserved and passed on to the next generations without any distortions or modifications.

The Companions encouraged learning to write the Hadith.

In order to preserve the tradition of the Sunnah, the Companions were encouraged to learn writing. This was an important task that they had to undertake in order to ensure the accuracy of the information. This was done by teaching the Companions how to write the Hadith accurately and responsibly. They were taught to write the Hadith as they heard them, without any alterations or modifications. They were also taught to check and verify the accuracy of the information before passing it on to others.

One of the main reasons why the Companions were encouraged to learn writing was because they realized that the preservation of the Sunnah was crucial for the continuation of Islam. Without the preservation of the Sunnah, the lessons and teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would not be passed on to the next generations. This would result in a loss of knowledge and a weakening of the foundation of Islam.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of honoring the Prophet (peace be upon him) and his teachings. They were encouraged to do this as a way of showing their respect for the Prophet (peace be upon him) and his teachings. This was a way of ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the Sunnah. This was because the Sunnah was a fundamental part of Islam, and it was important to ensure that it was preserved and passed on to the next generations. This was a way of ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be passed on to the next generations and that the Sunnah would be preserved.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the unity of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a unifying force that brought the Muslims together. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the unity of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the growth of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the growth of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the development of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the development of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the spread of Islam. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the spread of Islam and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the stability of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the stability of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the peace of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the peace of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the prosperity of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the prosperity of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the security of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the security of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the harmony of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the harmony of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the unity of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the unity of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the growth of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the growth of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the development of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the development of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the spread of Islam. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the spread of Islam and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the stability of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the stability of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.

The Companions were also taught that learning to write the Hadith was a way of promoting the peace of the Muslim community. This was because the Sunnah was a source of knowledge and guidance for the Muslims. By learning to write the Hadith, the Companions were promoting the peace of the Muslim community and ensuring that the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) would be preserved and passed on to the next generations.
Facebook should set clear standards for political ads

Facebook has become a prime outlet for presidential campaign advertising, with at least 25 states investing in their own campaign ads on the platform. The spread of false information and misleading claims on social media platforms has raised concerns about the integrity of democratic processes. Facebook is under pressure to address these issues, particularly in light of its role in spreading disinformation during the 2016 US election.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs celebrates United Nations Day

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in partnership with the Qatar National Committee for Education, Culture and Science, organized a series of events to mark United Nations Day on October 24 at each of its embassies.

In his speech on the occasion, the Qatar National Committee for Education, Culture and Science, representative emphasized the importance of UNESCO's mission and the need to promote international peace and understanding.

The representative noted the significance of UNESCO's work in promoting cultural diversity, education, and the protection of human rights. He emphasized the importance of UNESCO's role in fostering dialogue and understanding among different cultures and civilizations.
Ooredoo to launch country’s first ‘Qatar Cloud PBAX’

Ooredoo in collaboration with Cisco’s BroadSoft, yesterday announced an upcoming service ‘Qatar Cloud PBAX’ which is to be Qatar’s first cloud-based calling service. The service is an attempt by Ooredoo to help businesses with end-to-end unified communications and collaboration systems.

Qatar Olympic Committee marks World Walking Day

The Qatar Olympic Committee (QOC) marked the World Walking Day, which is organised annually across the world to spur people to take part in daily walking, and to help them acquire skills and overcome difficulties. Besides, the course included theoretical and practical sessions. It helped participants to further their knowledge and skills. The course helped increase efficiency and productivity in police officers.

Qatar University (QU) moves up to 4th position in QS Arab University Rankings

Qatar University (QU) has moved up to the fourth position in the QS Arab University Rankings for 2021. Last year QU was ranked sixth. The annual QS Arab Region University Rankings highlights 150 leading universities in this part of the world, according to a press release.

It said the methodology for this ranking was developed with the aim of reflecting sports challenges and priorities for institutions in the region, drawing on several indicators including international research network, papers per faculty and academic publications.

President Dr Hanan Al-Farid recalled that since 2017 QU gained seven places. “Over the past five years, the institution moved four times. In the 2020 edition, Qatar University performed among the top 2% in the QS World University Rankings for the Arab Region.”

The highest indicators QU scored are: international research network, papers per faculty and academic publications. The achievement consolidates QS’s commitment to ensure sustainability in the academic arena, and achieve continuing performance excellence and building on key areas of education, research, innovation and engagement, while taking into consideration the plans and aspirations of Qatar National Vision 2020.

Police College hosts graduation of thunderbolt commandos

The Police College yesterday graduated the cadets of the second batch of officers of thunderbolt commandos training course. A total of 84 cadets received their certificates at the graduation ceremony, which was attended by General Director of the Police College along with directors, inspectors and parents of the graduates. Captains Abdulrahman Daheit and Zouheir Al-Authman pointed out that cadets were trained for a month in the various tasks and responsibilities of the thunderbolt commandos training course which included theoretical and practical sessions. It helped cadets acquire skills that increase efficiency and productivity in police officers.

QU signs formal agreement with TUViT to host its first ICT vetting lab

Qatar University (QU) has signed a formal agreement with TUViT to have its first ICT vetting lab in the region. QU plans to make a huge impact in the region and the world with this lab, which is already operational as per the terms of agreement.

The agreement was signed among the QU president, Dr Hanan Al-Farid, TUViT’s chief executive officer and director, Tamer Abu Heidar, and TUViT’s chief operating officer and director, Slim Gebara.

The security lab has been formed among the top 3% in the world in the field of cybersecurity. It is the most integral and exciting part of the training course, according to the QU president.

The agreement was signed among the QU president, Dr Hanan Al-Farid, TUViT’s chief executive officer and director, Tamer Abu Heidar, and TUViT’s chief operating officer and director, Slim Gebara.
Qatar Cyclists complete Rwanda expedition

Education and innovation goals build on bedrock of sporting ties between Doha and Kigali

A Qatar Cyclists team recently made a 550km bicycle ride in Rwanda, in support of education and innovation in the country. The trip started from Kigali, Rwanda’s capital, with 17 Qatari cyclists covering the northern parts of Rwanda followed by the eastern and southern areas of the country while discovering the most important cultural landmarks and picturesque nature. The trip began on October 10 and reached the finish line on October 17.

The initiative achieved several sporting goals, which include strengthening sportsmanship and co-operation between local cyclists from the Qatar Cyclists team and members of the Rwandan national team, with the aim of enhancing ties between the two teams and foster the spirit of leadership among professional cyclists as well as amateurs. The trip included a visit to historic and archaeological sites, given that Rwanda is a living example of the advancement of life from the verge of death after the brutal civil war that had a devastating impact on its land and people. After Rwanda’s return to life, ‘The Land of a Thousand Hills’ became one of the most important destinations for tourism and sports, especially for cyclists, being one of the most bicycle-friendly countries.

In addition to its geographical diversity, Rwanda is characterised by the rich environmental and animal life, such as rare mountain gorillas, which the team visited, along with other forests and nature reserves. The team undertook a number of journeys and adventures, and a significant aspect of the trip involved going to local schools and universities, organised by World Innovation Summit for Education (WISE), an initiative of Qatar Foundation for Education, Science and Community Development that aims to provide education for all.

While education was the main factor in Rwanda’s journey after the civil war, Qatar, too, flourished not only because of its natural resources, but also through education. Activities in the schools continued and the two countries had exchanges on culture and traditions through various performances and by introducing the Qatari culture. The team also gave the students gifts sponsored by Qatar’s Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy (SC). On a visit to the Akilah Institute, the team met with the centre’s president to discuss various societal issues and the impact of education on society.

The foundation provides an opportunity to women in need to support themselves by acquiring skills and creating a business to boost their income and support their families.

The Qatar Cyclists team also collaborated with the Africa Rising Cycling Centre and planned future joint events, including sponsoring a number of outstanding Rwandan cyclists to come to Doha and participate in local sporting events.

On Wednesday, Rwandan President Paul Kagame met the Qatar Cyclists in Doha and commended the noble objectives of their trip. The team presented Kagame with their jersey. The cyclists during their trip.

Con condolences

The Chairman, Board of Directors and staff of Alfardan Group

Offer their heartfelt condolences to the family of Mr. Kashyap Dalal

(Deputy CEO - Alfardan Group)

on the sad demise of his beloved

Mother Dalal Sudha Chandrakant

May God Almighty rest her soul in eternal peace, and give grace and fortitude to the bereaved family to bear this irreparable loss.

مجموأ الفـرـدان

Alfardan Group